Calvin Coolidge Says:

NORTHAMPTON, Mass., May 19.—Apparently it will again be demonstrated that the worst things do not happen. Much anxiety has arisen over international differences concerning the proposed customs union between Germany and Austria. A serious impasse was feared when the question came up for discussion among the powers at Geneva. But without difficulty five most vitally interested nations have indicated that the preliminary subject of legality should go to the World Court.

It would be difficult to provide a better illustration of the great importance as an instrument of good will and peace of that high tribunal. Germany and Austria claim a right to make a treaty. Other nations claim that such action violates a treaty made with them. With the present state of European feeling a diplomatic decision would be most difficult. But the interpretation of treaties is usually the clearest kind of judicial question. It appears so in this case. As the result of the existence of a court of competent jurisdiction, instead of a long dispute with a threat of force over technicalities we have the orderly process of reason and law. Such a settlement of international disputes is of inestimable value.
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Calvin Coolidge Says:

NORTHAMPTON, Mass., May 20.—One of our great business associations estimates the national wealth, according to the latest returns, for 1929, at three hundred and sixty-one billion dollars. Of this great sum it is well known that a generous proportion depends on order and security. Perhaps those are the chief assets of the nation.

It is for that reason that it is forever necessary to guard the honor and integrity of the government from the top to the bottom. Much of our property is intangible, consisting of credits and contracts. These would become valueless without the support of law and order and leave the country prostrate with only the empty and useless shell of commerce and industry. Russia passed through that experience.

When the law fails of execution, when the conduct of the government is hampered by dishonesty and corruption, when crime is prevalent, the value of property is reduced, the area of the slums is widened, ignorance becomes more dense and the poverty of the people is increased. We are a rich nation, but our citizens cannot afford to be complacent about violations of the law or laxity in their government. Our whole credit structure rests on the general power to enforce the law.
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